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CPF takes the long
view
Solid relationships and well-established
sales channels will shore up the profitability of Peru�s avocado industry
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it is ready as this would help prevent the

market for Peruvian avocados throughout
the season.

approach to exports if they wish

supply peaks we saw last year in Europe,” he

to avoid oversupplying the market and

said. “It is possible to prevent saturation by

sinking prices as the country’s production

shipping in a more efficient way – provided

continues to rise.

we take a longer view instead of focusing

“The quality of the crop is very high and we
have a good spread of sizes. Plus there are
more options open to shippers as Peru has

on the spot market.”
This is the view of Rodolfo Lozano of CPF,
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the sector.
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A key feature of the 2019 campaign was a
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well established sales channels and we trust
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earlier, leading to higher weekly shipments
during April.

2021, the likelihood of oversupplying
markets during key times of the year seems

He is upbeat about the outlook for the 2019

inevitable, even if global consumption

campaign. With total exports projected to
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slightly lower volume than in the previous
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